
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

KOAMTAC Announces Upgrade to KoamTacON, a Web-Based App 

Development Solution for Data Collection 

The latest update of the convenient and low-cost Mobile Enterprise App Platform includes 

additional operating system support, the ability to create a custom user interface, and advanced 

in-app functionality, helping companies to save time and costs by creating data collection apps in-

house. 

 

Princeton, N.J., Sept xx, 2016 - KOAMTAC®, Inc. has announced an upgrade to KoamTacON®, 

an innovative web-based client/server solution for application development. KoamTacON 

enables users to develop and customize data collection applications tailored to exceed 

company needs and expectations. This innovative application is invaluable to companies in any 

vertical market segment, including Distribution & Retail, Healthcare, Transportation & 

Logistics, and Event Technology. 

 

With KoamTacON, users have the ability to create their application in a web-based portal 

before downloading and synchronizing the application to other smartphones or tablets. The 

data may be transferred to the completed application by using a KDC® Bluetooth barcode 

scanner or through manual input and will synchronize with the web-based portal in real time. 

Within the application, users may also customize reports and run an analysis for all the 

collected user data. 

 

“KOAMTAC’s full data collection eco-system continues to exceed expectations in application 

building, barcode, RFID, and payment technologies, and this update only strengthens the eco-

system for future evolutions,” stated Dr. Hanjin Lee, President & CEO of KOAMTAC, Inc.  

 

As part of the update, KoamTacON now supports Windows® 10 mobile in addition to Apple® 

iOS and Google® AndroidTM.  While the design concept enables the application builder to control 

workflow, pre-defined application templates are being added to take the guesswork out of 

application development. The flexibility of these templates allow the builder to create an app to 

fit their company’s unique needs without development training.  

 

While KoamTacON remains simple enough for anyone to build an app, the latest update also 

supports JavaScript, allowing for advanced customization and interactions. This is great news 

for companies with a desire to connect the app with their current database or to interact with 

native phone applications such as the phone or browser. Additionally, JavaScript creates an 

advanced User Interface for displaying messages or alerts and increasing options for selection.  

 

Both new and existing KDC customers have access to a free one-year subscription for 

KoamTacON. After the free subscription expires KDC customers have the option to purchase a 

subscription for $9.95 per month/per user or $99 per year/per user. The application builder is 

also available for non-KDC customers at a subscription cost of $9.95 per month/per user or $99 



per year/per user. Anyone can sign up to experience KoamTacON by filling out the request form 

found at https://koamtac.com/koamtacon/.  

 

### 
About KOAMTAC, Inc.   
KOAMTAC, Inc. has its headquarters in Princeton, New Jersey and produces a signature line of 

lightweight, ergonomically friendly Bluetooth barcode scanners.  KOAMTAC is also dedicated to 

environmental conservation, while maintaining the quality expectations of its consumers. With its unique 

patented design, all KOAMTAC products reduce the carbon footprint for the industry and provide 

consumers with a durable and enhanced solution.    

 

All products are universally compatible across current technology platforms, and offer seamless use with 

iPhone®/iPod touch®/iPad®, Android®, Blackberry®, Mac® and Windows®-based devices. The KDC20, 

KDC30, KDC100, KDC200, KDC250, KDC300 and KDC350 are the world’s smallest and lightest 

programmable barcode data and card readers with a display on the market today. The KDC400 series 

consists of patent-protected modular accessories for single-handed utility. The KDC500 is an 

EMV/MSR/Barcode/NFC Mobile POS Companion.  

For additional information or to place an order, visit www.koamtac.com.  

 
Credit  Not ice:  

KDC®, KoamTac®, KOAMTAC®, SMARTSLED®, KoamTacON® and KTSync® are trademarks of 

KOAMTAC, Inc.  

All other product and company names used herein are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their 

respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by the respective 

trademark holders.  

AndroidTM is trademark of Google®, Inc., in the U.S. and/or other countries;  

Bluetooth® is a registered trademark or trademark of Bluetooth SIG, in the U.S. and/or other countries;  

Windows® is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation, in the U.S. and/or other 

countries;  

Blackberry® is a registered trademark or trademark of Research In Motion (RIM), Inc., in the U.S., Canada 

and/or other countries; 

iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and Mac are registered trademarks or trademarks of Apple®, Inc., in the U.S. 

and/or other countries. 
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